The importance of efficiently representing each abstract level of a complex model has become significant for many reasons. Because of the size of complex models, an organizational methodology is needed as an aid during both development and investigation of a system. In addition, some modeling formalisms are design to describe certain classes of systems while others are general enough to represent a broad class of systems. Therefore, the ability to use multiple formalisms is advantageous when the model is complex.
INTRODUCTION
Heterogeneous hierarchical modeling is defined by Miller (1993) to describe any modeling methodology which supports several conceptually distinct representations and hierarchical development of system simulations. Additionally, a unified theory is needed in order to provide a firm mathematically-based foundation upon which one can build a method to improve the conceptual and developmental efforts of an investigator. The unified theory is not to be used by the "end user" of a computer simulation modeling environment, but rather the theory is meant only to provide a formal medium which allows a computer environment to automatically perform certain functions on behalf of the user. In particular, the formal theory must stipulate how heterogeneous modeling formalisms (e.g., Petri nets, block models) can be used hierarchically to form a single system model.
An investigator who needs to create a large complex system model requires the ability to choose a formal representation which is most appropriate to model the subsystem currently under consideration and requires an organizational structure to formally compose the subsystems into a single system. To this end, hierarchical modeling provides a representation that organizes the model for both the investigator and the computer environment in which it is developed. It also allows for incremental refinement of a model or a portion of a model in top-down development. It also furnishes a structure for bottom-up composition from previously established models which may be in a database.
In this context, there are two categories of model hierarchies which should be distinguished: type-of and part-of hierarchies. Type-of hierarchies are related to object-oriented models and are usually the focus of the software engineering and artificial intelligence communities. However, object-oriented models also appear frequently in the simulation literature (Nelson 199 1). Type-of hierarchies emphasize the categorization of entities based on the generalization of static properties. Part-of hierarchies can describe either static or dynamic properties and emphasize the categorization of physical or conceptual composition. Although both types of hierarchies are essential, we limit our discussion to part-of hierarchies.
When using part-of hierarchies, there are two methods in which the hierarchy is constructed. These two methods roughly relate to bottom-up and topdown development. An intermodel hierarchy defines the coordination of input and output between formal models and, therefore, favors bottom-up development of abstract models by grouping preexisting formal models. The DEVS system (Zeigler 1984) is a good example of intermodel coordination (however, DEV's system entity structure is a type-of hierarchy). An intramdel hierarchy defines the coordination of input and output from within a formal model to another different formal model and,
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therefore, favors topdown refinement of an abstract model into submodels. An HH modeling theory must, in general, support both types of coordination in order to allow the maximum flexibility U, an investigator. We present an inuamodel hierarchy in section 3 of this paper.
In an accordant relationship with hierarchical modeling is heterogeneous modeling. Heterogeneous modeling refers to any type of representation which permits the integration of a diverse set of modeling formalisms (such as knowledge-based, discrete, continuous, fuzzy, and object-oriented models) into a single formalism; hence heterogeneous modeling expands the definition of discrete-continuous modeling.
In (Zeigler 1990 ) and combined discrete-continuous system simulation (Praehofer 1991) . Hybrid model theory is a specialized construct that is defined in terms of general system theory and permits a single model to be hierarchically constructed either by inter or intramodel coordination from five well-known formalisms: Petri nets, Markov systems, queuing networks, state machines and block models. The hierarchy is based upon the composition of a system (part-of hierarchy) rather than the classification of entities as purposed in object-oriented simulation (e.g., Simula, C++ libraries). Although some primitive type-of information can be derived from a part-of hierarchy, the structure attempts to encapsulate only the dynamic behavior of a system within the hierarchy.
In hybrid model theory, stak formalisms model he transition of a system from one discrete event to another (state machines, Markov systems), selective formalisms model events based on resource allocation {queuing networks, Petri nets) and functional formalisms model continuous signal-based systems (block models). These combined formalisms, together with a hierarchically organized development method, increase the ability of an investigator to construct system models in a productive manner.
HYBRID MODEL THEORY
Although hybrid model theory (HMT) encapsulates several representations, only those properties of a hybrid model which directly relate to simulation are presented. In hybrid model theory a state machine, Petri net, etc., are not atomic models but structured models. Structured models are made up of at least two hierarchical levels. The first level is called a controller model. For a variety of formalisms only four controller models are necessary.
The second level is made up of atomic models called component models. This split-level approach to HMT is demonstrated in Figure 1 . The time domain 7 of a model is used in knowledge-based simulation and is not essential to the concepts in this paper. I t is only noted here that rhe rime domain of a model contains the time quantum used in numerical-based simulations.
Conponenl Model
The last three elements of a model are relations. Typically, these are used to compute the new state and output trajectories over a time interval. Because hybrid model theory is centered around simulation concepts, these relations have been conceptually altered, It is assumed that all three relations use two times: the current time (a global variable) and an end time (given at relation invocation). These rimes we used 19 calcularc rhc $rate gr output at the end time. The current input and state are also assumed to be part of the input to these relahod$ Output trajectones are created by symbolic methods which take a model hierarchy as input or created through numerical analysis techniques. Additionally, it should be emphasized that these relations are declared, not precompiled. When numerical analysis (simulation) is needed, the declarative model is compiled and optimized. 
EXAMPLE
A modeling environment has been developed to demonstrate and verify hybrid model theory. Figure 2 shows the graphical interface to the environment which allows an investigator to draw the simulation using a selected formalism. It also allows the investigator to sketch the objects or concepts being simulated and to add text comments to the drawing (the simulation package was developed from an object-oriented diagram drawing package).
In this example, a simulation of a robot cell is modeled with a queuing network. The robot cell simply transfers a pallet from one conveyor to another. The simulation is represented by the small graph at the top of the window. The transition relation is far more complex, but is described in detail in Miller (1993). Essentially, it computes the state at each new event (arrival or departure). This continues recursively until the end time is reached. For numerical analysis (simulation), the recursion is compiled into an event loop.
Once the simulation is drawn and the details set in the inspector window, the investigator can select the "compile and run" option in the pull down menu and the program will compile the model into code, run it, and present the investigator with a list of the traces that he/she selected in the model. The investigator then has the option of selecting one or more traces and viewing them graphically or displaying statistics about them. and 5 show models of a robot master and motor which are stored in a database. The robot master model controls a single degree of freedom robot arm by supplying an output voltage given the robot arm's current angle (Figure 4) . As the diagram indicates, a state machine is used to model this system. The robot master also supplies a signal indicating when the robot arm is busy (moving a pallet). Thus, each state must supply 2 output signals (voltage and busy) and uses 1 input signal (angle). The motor has been modeled using a block model (Figure 5) . This model uses a voltage to calculate the current angle of the motor's shaft. These two models will be used together in an intermodel hierarchy to model the time required for the robot cell server in Figure 2 to transfer a pallet from one conveyor to another. These models are coordinated as in Figure 6 .
In Figure 6 there are a total of three models which have been coordinated. This type of bottom-up development is similar to DEVS (Zeigler 1984) and combined-discrete simulation (Praehofer 199 1) . However, hybrid model theory integrates the concept of time somewhat differently that either Zeigler's or Praehofer's work. The robot state component model in Figure 6 is another state machine which calculates the intemal state of the robot and is not shown in this paper. The model of Figure 6 can now be used to implement the robot cell server in Figure 2 by using an intramdel hierarchy. In HMT any model which supplies a "default" idleRet (or busy) signal can be used to refine a transition in a Petri net or a server in a queuing network. The operation is fairly simple. When the queuing model determines that the robot cell server is active, the model of Figure 6 is initialized (hence the need for an initialize relation). The queuing network model monitors the idleRet (or busy) signal. When the signal goes low, the queuing network interprets this as the server being idle. Thus, the server time has been replaced by a more complex model which better represents the actual system. In hybrid model theory, there are a few of these "default" signals which allow coordination between different models. They are very easy to learn, and with them any type formalism can be used to refine a component of another formalism. 
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A numerical simulation of this model can also be compiled and run by the investigator. Figure 7 shows the plot of the three traced signals: voltage, angle and velocity. This simulation run began with one pallet in the queue. As can be seen from the trace, at time zero the queue network initialized the robot cell model and waited until the robot controller return an idle signal. During this time, the voltage applied to the motor was 120 volts from time 0.0 to 3.1 and -120.0 from time 3.1 to 6.2 and was supplied by the state machine. The robot arm's angle moved from 0 degrees to 180 and then back down to 0 again and was supplied by the block model. Also from the trace, it can be Seen that more pallets arrived starting at time 33.0. In between time 6.2 and 33.0 the server of the queuing network, the robot cell server, was idle and therefore the robot cell model of Figure 6 was deactivated. In this interval the signals are undefined. At time 33.0 when another pallet arrived, the robot cell model is again initialized and the queuing network waits for the idle signal.
Fuzzy and qualitative simulations (Fishwick 1991 ) can also be run using the computer environment. In hybrid model theory signals and time domains are structured objects and are stored in a database. When the investigator declares a signal type, he/she selects the type from the database. These structured types contain the necessary information for all three types of simulation. In Figure 8 , an example of the signal type database is shown. This information allows the computer environment to check several types of semantic errors (such as out-of-range errors during simulation and dimension analysis). It also allows the use of linguistic values for fuzzy simulation (Fishwick 1991) , and it permits the computer environment to set up simple qualitative spaces for the investigator in qualitative simulation (Bobmw 1986) . The example given in the last section demonstrates how an investigator can develop a model using either a top-down or bottom-up methodology. At any point, the investigator can select a formalism which suits the pragmatic issues at hand and coordinate this model within the system. Hybrid model theory dictates how these coordinations must occur in order to maintain consistent input/output, time and model control; nevertheless, for all practical purposes, hybrid model theory is hidden from the investigator. The program ensures correctness by automatically setting up the appropriate signals and coordination, and the investigator is free to concentrate on modeling the system.
There are a few important limitations to the current version of hybrid model theory. Many simulation packages allow a user to model the entities in a queuing network and the tokens in a Pem network. It is reasonable to assume that these entities represent important components of a system. Hybrid model theory, at the moment, does not allow these entities to modeled. However, current research indicates that there is no major obstacles to including this type of modeling.
There are times, especially in larger systems, when a duplicate or slightly modified model is needed in order to implement a new component of the system. Sharing a model between two parts of a system can only occur when the two parts are guaranteed never to be active at the same time; otherwise, a duplicate mode is needed. When a model is needed which is slightly different than an existing model, the investigator must duplicate and then modify the model. An integration of of type-of hierarchies into hybrid model theory is needed for this to occur efficiently.
